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Welcome

Welcome to Monitors 2010, an overview
of the professional studio monitor
market for the production professional.
Now updated and refreshed, this guide is a
collection of promotional articles looking at nine
of the world’s leading monitor manufacturers and
their product ranges. Inside you’ll find the stories
behind the drivers – the ethos’ and design ethics
that go into producing the one component in your
studio that actually brings sound out from the boxes
and widgets, and into the air – and details of the
products themselves.
Monitoring provokes much debate, much passion,
and possibly more subjective wrangling than any
other node in the signal chain. Whether it’s the
box, the magnetics, the materials, the electronics,
or the room that makes the difference, the term
‘reference’ is never used lightly amongst those who
rely on hi-fidelity, accurate and natural voicing,
spot-on transients, and a little ‘something’ extra.
That something makes the difference between just
another monitor, and a reference that many pros
remain loyal to and rely upon for entire careers.
Hopefully this guide will provide a good
foundation for your monitor buying homework
during 2010, and push back the boundaries of your
considerations. To complement the profiles, we’ve
included an article from White Mark’s David Bell,
which should prove interesting, useful, and even
thought-provoking. And to finish off, there’s a big
directory studio monitor manufacturers to further
augment your options.
This guide is a collaboration between several
NewBay Media titles – Audio Media Worldwide
(www.audiomedia.com), Pro Audio Review
(proaudioreview.com), Radio World International
(www.rwonline.com), and TV Technology (www.
tvtechnology.com). All of these publications concern
themselves with the business of production, and
production technology for professional creatives,
operators, technicians, and engineers everywhere.
Visit their respective websites to find out more.
The NewBay Team
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Good Vibrations
So, you’ve got a monitor... what do you do with it? Acoustic oracle, White Mark’s David Bell, talks to
Audio Media magazine about the basics of speaker placement, rooms, and stands.

A

udio Media: It’s common knowledge that
you can’t consider speaker performance
without considering the room. Could you
start us off with some basics?
David Bell: A room and a set of speakers should
always be considered as a unit.
Both influence what you hear, and the interaction
between both influences what you hear almost as
much as the choice of either.
So, if you to have a production space with freestanding speakers and you put the speakers largely
where they need to be, and symmetrically in the
room, the room will interact with the speakers in
a number of ways. It will itself have modes which
will cause bass colouration, and the positioning
of the speakers will alter the interaction of the
speaker with the boundaries. By that I mean it
will reflect off the walls and you’ll have ‘coherent
interference’. This will cause notch filtering, and is
principally noted in the lower mid and the upper
bass, which is really where the character of voices
is stored.
Even free-standing speakers ought to be set
up by someone who knows what they’re doing.
You will get interaction between the walls, the
ceiling, the floor, the speaker, and you. You need
to optimise that. You can do this by listening to
stuff that you know well, and adjusting the speaker
position – moving it six inches will make a huge
difference.
As a fundamental thing, it’s a good idea not
to have it the same distance from the floor, the
ceiling, and both walls so that the interactive
effects of those boundaries are not lying on top of
each other, and therefore smeared a bit.
A second thing is that the speaker is
trying to give you a full bandwidth of output out of
its speaker cones. It should be borne in mind that
as frequency goes down, as much will come out
of the back of the speaker as comes out the front.
The tweeter fires higher frequencies forwards in a
cone – it’s directional. It becomes less directional
as the frequency its carrying goes down to a
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wavelength comparable to its diameter
and larger.
The same is true of the midrange and the bass,
but the bass tends to be much more 360-degrees
radiating, because basically
the box vibrates.
On A Sure Footing

AM: What advice do you have on stands?
DB: You need to mount it on something solid, so
that the mounting you’ve got doesn’t absorb
frequencies specific to the mounting... This is
particularly true where you’ve got a nice bit of
furniture, and you’ve got a computer keyboard
and a little mixer, and you stand the speakers on
a little bookshelf shelf at the top of it. At least
put a paving slab on top – something heavy that
the speaker can run against.
There’s an awful lot of rubbish talked about
high end, really expensive, rubbed-against-thethighs-of-virgins magnesium-alloy... What you
want is a sodding great heavy thing to stand your
speakers on – and it’s no good putting it on a
wonderful speaker stand, wonderfully linked up
to a diaphragmatic wooden floor, because that’s
just the same. Although if your speaker stand is
full of lead, it’s then going to be quite heavy, so
the resonant frequency of the floor membrane it’s
standing on is going to be much lower.
AM: Is there any sense in de-coupling speakers –
by using foam products,
for example?
DB: You have to be careful. If you get a
piece of foam and stand a speaker on it,
the frequency at which it is de-coupled –
the resonant frequency of that compressed,
sprung system – is proportional to some
interesting constants, times one over the
deflection. The further you deflect it,
the lower the frequency it works at.
We try to get our floors to deflect about
6-8mm, and that gives you between 8-14Hz
resonant frequency. So anything from double that

GOOD VIBRATIONS

up – from 20Hz up – is then de-coupled… But if
you’ve got, say, 2mm of deflection, your resonant
frequency would be higher, and would only clear
once you’re well into the audible range. Thus,
you’ve got a problem at the bottom end – it’s
getting absorbed by stuff that’s not very well decoupled.
This is why proper mounts are better than bits
of plastic. They manufacture them so that if you
put a certain weight on it, you will get 8mm of
deflection, and it’s known to be within the elastic
limit of the squashy stuff, so that it will work
properly at that frequency.
Up The Ante

AM: What about moving on to bigger rooms,
bigger speakers, and bigger budgets?
DB: You can start designing the room to try and
increase the effectiveness of the room-speaker
combination. One of the things you can do is to
minimise the effect of bass reflection by soffit
mounting the speakers – building them into the
wall. This is done not just by sticking a piece of
wall fabric under the speakers, but by building
them into a substantial wall in a big, heavy box.
We then pack the front wall – we use mineral
wool, though other people do others things.
The bass end becomes more efficient because
it’s all going forwards. If you correctly soffit mount
a speaker, you’ve got the early bass reflections
under control. And then if
you carefully design the distance between you and
the walls, you can further improve those early bass
reflections.
Architectural Considerations

We now need to look at the room itself. Cubic
rooms are a bad plan. Everyone’s heard of the
various imperfect ratios of height to length to
width. These all work in different ways, and to
different standards; and different ratios have
different devotees. But effectively when we’re
designing a room, as one of our clients once
said: ‘no-one’s going to let you shave a yard off

monitors 2010
Can’t Heat The Stand?

David Bell relates a lesson in what no monitor should stand for...
“The first studio we ever built was in

and it sounded absolutely horrendous, with

Paris many years ago. They mastered

vast amounts of bass. The client said, “There

a mix and sent it off, but it came back
with the comment that something was

must be something wrong with the room,” and

fundamentally wrong with the room – ‘you

I said, “I think not.” We lifted the speakers off

have tonnes and tonnes of bass on this,

the stands, and put them on the meter-bridge

what’s going on?’.

of the console – it was a large console, so it

So the studio rang us up and said, ‘Help,
come to Paris immediately.’
“We flew to Paris and asked them to
recreate the situation in which the project had
been mastered. So the guy carried in some
big self-powered nearfields and stood them
on television stands, hanging over the meterbridge of the console.
We listened to the mix, and it sounded okay.
Then we listened to it on the main speakers,

the back on the off-chance the bass is going to
be better’.
But we adjust the width and the height, and
as we do it we try and maintain an un-relation
between the fundamental things. This is what
the Dolby specification does,
for example. It compares ratios and won’t let
you use destructive ratios. The room modes are
then spread about the room.
There are room modes in any room, in
any space, but if you have them all occurring
at different frequencies and unharmonically
related to each other, then your mind can tune
them out, if you like. As long as there’s not a
huge hole where you’re never going to hear
the bass at certain frequencies, the sharp holes
caused by defined modes will go.
When you’re balancing music, if you don’t
know that the euphonium is wrong because it’s
got a chunk missing out of the bass that the
room is removing, that’s a bad thing.
Band Manager

AM: What about higher frequencies?
DB: Windows, doors, consoles, and bald people
provide hard surfaces for sound to reflect off,
cause colouration in the mid and the top. This
is where the dispersion angle of the speaker’s
upper frequencies becomes important, and you

was a very substantial meter-bridge – they

something about it, but that’s where you need
to get involved with someone who really know
what they’re doing.
Even more critically, the creation of a
unified set of sub-basses and full frequency
cabinets in a surround environment is a
complex set-up task that is very much best
achieved by someone who knows what they’re
doing with digital crossovers, because you’ve
got time delay and very close control of the
frequency parameters of the equalisers you’re
putting in.

stood directly over the legs on the meter-

Stick-on Saviours

bridge. lo and behold, all the bass came back.

AM: There are plenty of acoustic treatments
on the market, from foam panels to high-end
diffusers. Are these all valid materials?
DB: We’re trying to produce an ideal,
uncoloured direct feed of the loudspeaker
output to your ears, so we try and suppress the
early reflections, which tend to come from the
side walls, the ceiling, and the front wall – so
the front tends to be absorptive. We then put a
load of mid and high back in again, by putting
diffusers at the back.
The diffuser is designed to break up the sound
– to stop it being coherent so we don’t get the
comb filtering effect I was talking about earlier.
There are other philosophies, and quite a
few of them depend on being able to absorb
everything, and then put some back. But you
can’t absorb everything. Look at a 64-foot
organ pipe, and then tell me how you’re going
to absorb that with a bit of foam. The foam
treatments will only work on reasonably high
frequencies. In a lot of home studios people
have slapped up a load of little foamy panels,
and then complain about problems with bass.
What they’ve done is taken everything else
away so all they’ve got left is bass. If we then
put bass absorption in there, we may as well
just turn the volume down.
You need to absorb things at the points
that are critical. You start off with an ordinary
room, and then you start putting absorbers on
the wall to stop early reflections; then you start
considering the bass; and then you migrate
slowly up towards being a full studio.

“When we measured it, there was a 12dB
per octave drop to about 75hz when on the
stand, and not when it wasn’t on the stand. All
the bass was going into warming the stand up,
and not going into the room.”

then have to consider the reflection paths. But
again, there’s only a certain amount of that
you can do... The console needs to be in front
of you – if it’s behind you, it’s not going to
work very well.
This is why I fundamentally believe that for
a very good, professional, acoustically neutral
response, you do need them to be set up, and
you do need them to be set up properly by
someone who really knows what they’re doing.
They will look at the the distribution of the
bass, and the sub bass units, how they cross
over and match, and unavoidable reflections
within the room. It’s not easy to deal with a
single very, very powerful ‘suck-out’ caused by
all three modes of the room being coincident,
but if you’ve got clusters of suck-outs in the
upper mid for instance, due to a whole series
of similar reflections off different surfaces, you
can generally raise that area of the output of
the speaker to compensate. It’s the average
that you’re looking at, across the frequency
range.
Particularly since more and more people
are moving away from mixing with one valve
and a bit of variable resistance, and putting
in things like computer screens – they put
an expensive monitor in the front wall, and
surround themselves with monitors. You can do

INFORmATION
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AX-Series Brings Acclaimed X-ART
Technology To New Users
ADAM Audio has launched the new AX-Series at Prolight+Sound 2010.
The four new monitors feature the company’s highly acclaimed X-ART tweeter,
new woofers and ampliﬁers, and completely re-designed speaker cabinets.
X-ART: The neXt Step on the Path to Perfection

Whereas all other loudspeaker drive units act like
a piston, moving air in a 1:1 ratio with regard to
the motion of the driver, the ADAM X-ART design
achieves an improvement in air loading by a
factor of 4 over conventional transducers.
The new X-ART (‘X’ for eXtended frequency
response) tweeter’s fundamental principle
is the very same as the former ART tweeters
but with a 4dB higher efﬁciency, a 3dB higher
maximum sound pressure level, and an increase
in frequency response up to 50 kHz.
The result is astounding: a clarity, airiness
and precision in the high frequencies that was
not possible before. With the X-ART tweeter,
ADAM reinforces it’s commitment to offer the
best transducer systems currently available at
any price.
The AX-Series

Following ADAM’s award-winning A- and SXSeries monitor systems, the AX-Series includes
four high performance systems, ranging from
the ultra-compact and fully professional A3X
to the A5X, A7X and A8X.
All models feature the new X-ART tweeter.
Compared to its predecessor, the legendary ART
tweeter, it is even more efﬁcient (96dB/W/m)
and handles higher SPLs along with a frequency
response up to 50kHz. All AX-Series woofers and
X-ART at a glance:

• Velocity
transformation
4:1
• Extremely
high efﬁciency
(approximately
96 dB/W/m)
• Perfectly linear impedance
• Extremely ﬂat phase response
• Excellent directivity characteristics
• Perfect magnetic shielding
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ampliﬁers have also been reengineered from
scratch, with larger voice-coils and more powerful
ampliﬁers for greater linear excursion and more
output. The redesigned cabinets all feature twin
bass reﬂex ports.
A3X

ADAM’S smallest monitor, the
A3X is ideal for applications
where space is limited such
as desktop and other home
monitoring situations. Already
being hailed for its exceptional
imaging and accuracy from a
speaker so small (9.9”H x 5.9”W
x 7.2”D and 10 lbs.), the A3X is equipped with
the unmatched X-ART tweeter for clear sound
reproduction, a 4.5” mid/low frequency driver
with a very light but stiff carbon ﬁber diaphragm
for absolute transparency,
and two highly efﬁcient 25 Watt ampliﬁers
to power each driver.
As with the A5X, the A3X also features
Stereolink, a pair of additional RCA connectors
allowing the user to connect both speakers
with a single cable so that the volume for both
speakers can be controlled from the Gain control
of either speaker.
A5X

One of ADAM’s most popular speakers, the
A5 has now been reborn as the A5X with the
proprietary X-ART tweeter, a 5.5-inch mid/woofer
to reproduce frequencies below 2.5kHz and twice
the power. The speaker diaphragm is made from
ultra-rigid and lightweight Carbon/Rohacell/
Glass ﬁbre, which prevents
break up resonances
and produces a dynamic
sound.
Two 50W amps drive
each of the speakers
directly and the speakers
feature 110dB max peak
SPL per pair. Like other AX

PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

systems, XLR and RCA connectors are provided
along with a ﬁve-year warranty.
A7X

Succeeding the critically acclaimed ADAM A7
is the new A7X. It features the X-ART tweeter,
a newly designed 7-inch mid/woofer featuring
a larger 1.5-inch voice coil.
A 50W A/B amp drives the X-ART tweeter,
while a leading edge 100W Pulse Width
Modulation amp drives the mid/woofer.
The front panel includes a power switch and a
control for the volume that retains the volume
setting independently from the on/off switch.
On the rear panel are several additional
controls: a gain for the high frequencies (± 4dB)
and two shelf ﬁlters for high and low frequencies.
To ensure greater compatibility, there are
both XLR (balanced) and RCA (unbalanced)
connectors.
A8X

The A8X is equipped with the X-ART tweeter
and an 8.5-inch carbon/Rohacell/ﬁberglass mid/
woofer that combine seamlessly to produce
a very deep yet
exceptionally tight
bass response.
Like the other
AX-Series models, the
upper corners of the
A8X are beveled to
minimise reﬂections.
The large, double bass
reﬂex tubes on the
front have been speciﬁcally designed to match
the mid/woofer and its large voice coil.
With a 50W ampliﬁer for the tweeter and a
150W ampliﬁer for the mid/woofer, the A8X has
more than enough power for any application.
Other features include a tweeter gain control
and two shelf ﬁlters on the rear panel, an
expansive frequency response of 38Hz-50kHz,
XLR and RCA connectors, 120dB max peak SPL
per pair, and a ﬁve-year warranty.

monitors 2010
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S3X-H Reviews: “...the monitor reference...”

State of the ART: SX-Series

The 10 models of the SX-Series have been
introduced in 2009 and 2010. They are based
on the highly acclaimed S-Series. However, they
are not a simple revision of existing models but
a fundamental transformation with no detail
having been overlooked, and every sound crucial
aspect has been evaluated. All transducers,
drivers, and electronics have been redesigned.
The result is much more than an improvement,
it is a quantum leap in professional monitoring.

“The S3X-H convinces all along the line. ADAM’s new
member is all but just an improvement of a successful
monitor. With a new loudspeaker design and painstaking
tuning it is a ﬁrst-class control tool in any studio.
From now on, the monitor reference in the professional
audio-studio is called S3X-H.”
(Professional Audio, Germany, 09/2009)
“[...] anyone seeking an uncompromised solution to studio monitoring should add these to your
short list of products to consider.”
(MIX, USA, 12/2009)
“The S3A is an amazing unit with some excellent technologies, and [...] delivers more reliable
results outside of your studio. These are reference monitors, and as they make their way into
studios they will become part of the standard called ‘music production’. The S3X radiates sound
into the room with depth, accuracy, and clarity in the way you need it to be with comfort and
ease. These are monitors that need to be heard.”
(Audio Media, GB, 09/2009

sections to achieve the best in multi-channel
active studio monitoring.
New A/B Ampliﬁer

New, Highly Sophisticated Control Panels

The newly designed broadband A/B ampliﬁer
has been developed by ADAM to perfectly
match the needs and capabilities of the X-ART
tweeter. It shows ultra low distortion ﬁgures
together with an excellent damping factor.
An internal bandwidth of more than 1MHz is
externally limited so that the unit delivers an
ultra wide response up to 300kHz. With nothing
limiting the talents of the X-ART tweeter, the
monitor has unsurpassed clarity and openness,
which will please, amaze, and thrill even the
most experienced professional ear.

ADAM has developed an innovative front panel
with six sophisticated controls.
Input sensitivity is handled by two controls.
One control allows for coarse settings (-20dB to
+8dB), while the second is used for ﬁne-tuning
in 0.5dB steps, ranging from -1.5dB to 2dB.
There are two controls for the lower
frequencies. One is an equaliser at 80Hz that
boosts bass response sometimes desirable in
popular music. The second is a shelf ﬁlter that
allows the engineer to alter the frequencies
below 150Hz.
High frequencies can also be adjusted by
two different controls. The ﬁrst alters the high
frequency volume (-2dB to +2dB), while the
second is a shelf ﬁlter for frequencies above
6kHz. Both the high and low shelf ﬁlters can
raise or lower ±4dB progressively within their
frequency band.

New Woofers

The woofers in all models of the SX-Series
feature a Nomex honeycomb structure that
makes them both very light and extremely stiff.
Due to this rigidity, break up resonances in the
diaphragm cone are prevented.
All woofers are designed with larger and
longer voice coils that deliver more linear
excursion for higher SPL max. values.
A stronger magnetic structure is added as well
for optimum efﬁciency and accuracy.
All models of the SX-Series use PWM (Pulse
Width Modulation) for both the amp and the
power supply section of all woofers/subwoofers
combined with state of the art input and ﬁlter

THE INTERNATIONAL AUDIO MONITORS BUYER’S GUIDE

New High Accuracy D/A Converter

To work directly from digital
sources ADAM offers a optional
plug-in D/A converter for the SX
series. The converter install easily
into the back of the ampliﬁer
module and is designed to handle
both AES (via XLR) and SPDIF
signals (via RCA or TOSLINK).
Additionally a word clock input
allows external synchronisation
of the converter. ADAM Audio’s
custom D/A converter is made to
the highest technical standards and excels both
in musical accuracy and technical data.

CONTACT DETAILS

ADAM Audio GmbH
Ederstraße 16
12059 Berlin-Germany
t +49 30 863 00 97-0 |
f +49 30 863 00 97-7
e info@adam-audio.com
ADAM Audio UK Ltd.
t +44 (0) 1992 525670
e uk-info@adam-audio.com
w www.adam-audio.com
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The Truth, The Whole Truth,
And Nothing But...
Dynaudio Acoustics monitors are designed to speak the truth. You get exactly what you need
for your mixing – an exact reproduction of your mix – no more, no less.
Superior Tools For Critical Monitoring

In ﬁlm, post, gaming, broadcast, and music
productions, consistency, predictability, and
reliability are key. Add to this networkability
and central control, and you’ll know why
studios throughout the world rely on
Dynaudio Acoustics technology.
Choosing Dynaudio Acoustics, you not
only get 20 years of innovative speaker
and driver technology thinking. You also
get integrated TC Electronic digital signal
processing. This combination offers you
the best of both worlds, making Dynaudio
Acoustics speakers second to none.
Two Main Ranges – One High Standard

Clarity and consistency come as standard
– the question is, how versatile do you want
your setup? Dynaudio Acoustics markets
two extensive ranges of DSP powered and
analogue near-ﬁeld and mid-ﬁeld monitors.
AIR

It makes great sense to compare the AIR
sound with any other speaker you own or
consider acquiring. We both encourage and

support this. Contact your dealer or our
representative in your country to arrange
a demo.
Bear in mind though, that an AIR System
is not really comparable to conventional
monitors. On top of ultimate precision
and sound, an AIR system offers ﬂexibility
and convenience previously unknown in
monitors. Achieving similar functionality
and features from conventional monitors
requires the addition of a number of external
boxes such as Monitor Matrix Controller,
Bass Management Crossover, external
EQs and Delays. This obviously adds to the
system price, and moreover often degrades
the signal path. With an AIR System
everything is integrated and matched – it’s
right there for you to use from the menu
on the front of a Master-Module speaker
via a 32-segment LCD display, or through
an optional dedicated hardware remote, or
an optional dedicated software application
(Mac and PC). The user interface allows
for storing and recall of factory and user
presets taking into account THX and Dolby
recommendations, reference levels, LFE
sensitivity, and so on.

AIR 12

AIR Soft

Powerful Two-Way Nearﬁeld Speaker – 8”
Woofer And 1.1” Soft Dome Tweeter
The latest addition to the AIR family. AIR12
suits all sizes of control
room and OB vans, and
its high precision amp/
driver system (+/- 0.2
dB accuracy) ensures
complete consistency with
the entire AIR family in a variety of stereo

AIR Remote

and 5.1 setups – remote controllable via

AIR Remote provides instant access to the
AIR system volume, independent
of your DAW or computer.
Additionally, AIR Remote
features one-touch
operation of system
reference levels, preset
recall, and solo/mute
status for each monitor.

the AIR Remote or the included Air Soft
application. DSP room adaption allows for
perfect customisation for any
room construction and its intermonitor level calibration feature
ensures consistent levels in all
sessions.
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This MAC and PC
compatible remote
application allows central
real-time control of AIR
system parameters such as
volume control, reference
level, presets, and setup. AIR Soft is included
with all AIR monitors.

PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

The calibrated volume knob of AIR Remote
allows accurate level setting, perfect
BMC-2 – How Pro Can You Go?

BMC-2 is TC Electronic’s latest digital
audio conversion and monitor controller.
With it you can enjoy the luxury of
controlling your audio
levels at all times and
during unexpected drops
or computer crashes.
It also offers digital inputs, iCheck (to
check audio compression), and calibrated
listening for headphones and active
speakers.

BMC-2: your pro DAC and monitor control!

tracking, as well as calibrated loudness for
any AIR setup. The AIR remote is powered
through TC-Link of any AIR monitor.
AIR PC-IP

The optional
PC compatible
advanced
Installer’s
Package
provides
access to
virtually any
AIR system
parameter. This includes 4-band parametric
EQ in each monitor, placement delay, preset
control and more. PC-IP access to advanced
bass management features independent HP/
LP crossover frequencies as well as phase
and polarity control of any AIR subwoofer.
Additionally, PC-IP allows the installer
to control system access via individual
parameter securing, preset protection,
and UI locking.
THX Certiﬁed

AIR monitor systems are
THX certiﬁed for use in
PM3 rooms.
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Award-Winning Speaker Technology

Don’t just take our word for it. Over the years, Dynaudio Acoustics monitors have won numerous prizes and awards.
AIR 12

AIR series

• Future Music’s Platinum

• 2009 Remix Technology Award

Award 2001

• Producción Audio – for Best

in the Monitor/Speaker category

Studio Product of the Year 2003
BM 6A mk II
• Electronic Musician 2008

BM 12A

Editors’ Choice Award in the

• 2008 Remix Technology Award

Monitor Speaker category

in the Monitor/Speaker category

• m.i.p.a. 2003 Award in
the Nearﬁeld Studio
Monitor category

BM 6A

• 2007 TEC Award nomination in
the Studio Monitor Technology

• Future Music’s Gear of the Year

category for Outstanding

2001 Award

Technical Achievement

Recognition like this goes to show that great products can help produce great art, as Dynaudio Acoustics monitors are used by the most
demanding studios, engineers, producers, and production environments throughout the world. The list counts:
• Apple Audio Labs, Cupertino/California

• Vienna Symphonic Library, A

• Abbey Road Studio, UK

• Paragon Studio, Nashville, US

• ESP Studio, JPN

• BBC Radio & Music, London, UK

• AIR Studios, UK

…and many more.

• Danish Broadcasting Corporation,

• Half HP Studio, JPN

and Paris/France

Copenhagen, DK

• Sony DVD Center Europe, A

BM

The BM monitors – both in their passive
and active forms – are clean, powerful, and
accurate monitors where excellent results
are easily achieved. The sound is always
transparent and crisp ensuring the most
realistic listening conditions for a wide array

of applications. Comprised of renowned
Dynaudio driver technology, these monitors
have become the standard when it comes
to high performance and transparency.
In combination with the subwoofers,
the BM series is also very well suited
for multi-channel facilities.

Level Pilot – Monitor Level at Your Fingertips

Level Pilot is a stylish, high-resolution
volume solution that ﬁts into any active
speaker setup quickly and easily and with a
minimum of clutter and wires.
This results in convenient and
high-precision control over
your levels where you would

BM 5A MKII

The renowned BM 5A monitor has been
updated.
The BM 5A monitors have become quite
legendary, and now, the original design
has been made even better. For instance,
handmade drivers offer unrivalled quality and

ideally want it: right at your
ﬁngertips. Whether you are a passionate
hobbyist recording in your bedroom, a
musician with a small home studio setup,
or working at a pro recording facility, Level
Pilot makes sure the volume is always
exactly where you need it, when you need it.

accuracy. The woofer offers longer excursions
to stay linear for longer, giving a tighter bass
response, and the tweeter design ensures an
uncorrelated sweetspot regardless of listening

CONTACT DETAILS

environments. Further, the drivers are matched

Dynaudio Acoustics

perfectly to the custom designed amps to
deliver a maximum 117dB SPL. In short, an
established industry standard has been made
even louder, clearer, and more accurate than
ever.
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Sindalsvej 34
DK-8240 Risskov
t +45 87-427000
f +45 87-427010
e infoHQ@dynaudioacoustics.com
w www.dynaudioacoustics.com
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Listen to Your Music,
Not to Your Speakers
These few words embody the philosophy of Focal Professional,
the French manufacturer of acoustic loudspeakers and transducers.
From their very beginning on the drawing board in Research &
Development at Focal, our professional monitors are designed to
deliver one thing, at any cost: the absolute acoustic truth.
CMS series.

Focal established itself as an innovative leader
in the pursuit of a unique principle: total control
of development and production. This enables
the company to constantly progress, while
being sure there’s perfect control during the
manufacturing process. Focal has registered
many patents, such as the ‘W’ composite
sandwich cone or the pure Beryllium inverted
dome tweeter. These exclusive technologies
have brought major progress to the professional
audio world in terms of neutrality, deﬁnition, and
precision in sound reproduction.
It’s fundamental for sound engineers to
entirely trust what they hear. Our products are
designed from the start to be professional tools
that exactly reproduce the sound signal, without
improving or damaging it. Focal Professional
monitors guarantee the reproduction of all the
micro-details, the precise staging of instruments
and voices, with no colouration or distortion.
These basic elements allow the engineer to
directly access the source equipment and
electronics, and ensure optimum transfer quality
onto public audio equipment.

The Be Tweeter

CMS 40

Since the very beginning, Focal has favoured
inverted dome tweeters, but the introduction of
the pure Beryllium dome, capable of covering
ﬁve full octaves from 1,000Hz to 40kHz, has
simply revolutionised high frequency spectrum
reproduction. This tweeter’s capacity to
go as high as 40kHz without any artifacts
enables it to reproduce high frequencies with
unmatched speed and transparency. At ﬁrst
the pure Beryllium tweeter was only available
on the very high-end digital speakers of the
Focal Professional line (SM11), but now it is
also featured on the SM6 series, allowing an
unprecedented price/performance ratio.

Two-way, analogue professional
nearﬁeld monitor (25 + 25W RMS
class AB), four-inch (10cm) Polyglass
cone driver, one-inch aluminummagnesium inverted dome tweeter.
Frequency response (+/-2dB): 60Hz28kHz. Max SPL @1m: 97dB.
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Two-way, analogue professional
nearﬁeld monitor (80 + 50W RMS
class AB), ﬁve-inch (13cm) Polyglass
cone driver, one-inch alumniummagnesium inverted dome tweeter.
Frequency response (+/-2dB): 55Hz28kHz. Max SPL @1m: 107dB.

2009

CMS 65

Two-way, analogue professional
nearﬁeld monitor (100 + 60W RMS
class AB), 6.5-inch (16.5cm) Polyglass
cone driver, one-inch aluminummagnesium inverted dome tweeter.
Frequency response (+/-2dB): 45Hz28kHz. Max SPL @1m: 112dB.

Focal Exclusive Technologies
The ‘W’ Composite Sandwich Cone

Focal has been developing composite sandwich
cones for the last 15 years. The fruit of that
research, the ‘W’ structure (glass/foam/glass)
used in every Focal Professional product, allows
for a truly optimised response right from the
start, thanks to the precise control of rigidity,
weight, and damping capacity of the cone.
The balance between these three fundamental
and often
contradictory
parameters is
the very basis of
the exceptional
sonic neutrality
of our speakers.

CMS 50

The Focal Professional
Monitoring Range
Looking for the Ultimate Tool

CMS Series
The CMS line is the latest arrival in the
Focal Professional range, and is particularly
dedicated for use in post-production studios,
small listening rooms, radio studios, and home
studios. The CMS series has been awarded Best
Studio Monitor twice in 2009 (CMS 50) and
2010 (CMS 65), and both received the MIPA
award during Musikmesse 2009 and 2010 from
110 worldwide pro audio magazines.

PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

CMS SUB

Analogue subwoofer (1x300W
RMS Bash® technology), 11inch Polyglass cone subwoofer.
Frequency response (+/-2dB):
30Hz-250Hz. Max SPL @1m:
113dB.

SM6 Series
The now famous SM6 series has been developed
for professional engineers who are seeking
absolutely neutral sound and sound stage
precision for recording, mixing, and mastering
studios. The SM6 series is composed of three
references: Solo6 Be, Twin6 Be, and Sub6.

2010
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They have chosen Focal Professional…
The SM-11 is the ﬁrst speaker that doesn´t colour the sound at all.
I can hear every 1/2dB of equalisation over the whole frequency
spectra in the SM-11, it’s simply my most valuable tool.
Dragan Tanaskovic
(E.S.T, In Flames, Anders Persson trio)
Studio Bohus Sound (www.bohussound.com)
While listening to my favourite recordings on a pair of Solo6 Bes,
I heard instruments and parts that I had not heard before. Wow.
The music sounds very real, in the room. It doesn’t seem like you’re
listening out of speakers, the music ﬁlls the room. You can imagine a
band in front of you. It doesn’t seem like there are speakers between
you and what you’re listening to. Very few speakers do that.
Ian Boxill (Prince, 2 Pac, Quincy Jones)

The Twin6 Be monitors are the best that I’ve used in terms of
studio-to-consumer listening translation. They really translate: what I
hear in the studio is what the outside world hears, in my experience.
The Twin6 Be is the ﬁrst powered monitor that I’ve heard that you
don’t have to be afraid of hearing in the mid-range. Listening back to
mixes I’ve done on the NS10s through the Focal Professional, it kind
of scares me because I hear top-end distortion that I wasn’t hearing
in the NS10s, I was so used to using them, I thought I knew them.
With the Focal Professional there wasn’t a learning curve, it actually
spooked me at ﬁrst.
Jeff Juliano
(James Blunt, John Butler)
http://www.myspace.com/jeffjuliano

Forget all about my gear and toys, the most critical element in
my studio is my loudspeaker... To me, there’s no better nearﬁeld
loudspeaker than the Solo6 Be, whatever the prices of other monitors.
David Kutch (Alicia Keys, Natasha Bedingﬁeld, Al Green, Erykah Badu,
Estelle, Outkast and many more...)
I needed self-powered monitors and wanted a set that didn’t require a
subwoofer, a monitor that had a natural top to bottom, but no hyped
frequencies. I deﬁnitely get enough low end with the FOCALS – the
balance with the FOCAL Professional monitors is perfect! With the
FOCAL Professional monitors you can hear everything.
Steve Ouimette
(Guitar Hero ®)
http://www.steveouimette.com
http://hub.guitarhero.com
http://www.myspace.com/steveouimette
Solo6 Be

Two-way, analogue professional
nearﬁeld monitor (150 + 100W
RMS Bash® technology),
6.5-inch(16.5cm) ‘W’
composite sandwich cone
driver, one-inch pure Beryllium
inverted dome tweeter. Frequency response
(+/-2dB): 40Hz- 40kHz. Max SPL @1m: 113dB.
Twin6 Be

Three-way, analogue professional nearﬁeld/
midﬁeld monitor (2x150 + 100W RMS Bash®
technology), 2x6.5-inch(16.5cm) ‘W’
composite sandwich
cone driver,
one-inch pure
Beryllium
inverted dome

tweeter. Frequency response (+/-2dB): 40Hz40kHz. Max SPL @1m: 115dB.
Sub6

Analogue subwoofer
(1x350W RMS Bash®
technology), 11inch ‘W’ composite
sandwich cone
subwoofer. Frequency
response (+/-2dB):
30Hz-250Hz. Max SPL
@1m: 116dB.

THE INTERNATIONAL AUDIO MONITORS BUYER’S GUIDE

In quest of the optimum solution to export
sound material from a digital console with an
outstanding clarity and transparency, discover
SM11, our professional digital monitoring series
online at www.focalprofessional.com

CONTACT DETAILS

UK Distributor
SCV London Ltd.
t +44 (0) 208 418 1470
w www.scvlondon.co.uk
For a complete list of distributors:
w www.focalprofessional.com
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Speakers for Studio
and Installation
No matter what your application; Recording Studio,
Broadcast Suite, AV Editing Room, or Installation,
Fostex has a speaker that ﬁts the bill.
PM Series MKII

PM-1 MkII

PM0.4-n

The PM-Series MkII offers exceptional audio
performance matched to jaw-dropping good
looks at an affordable price. Fostex strives to
design and build studio monitoring systems that
enable you to experience your unique sound in
all its dimensions. And through tireless research
and development, endless measurements and
real-world listening tests, Fostex’s engineers have
achieved this in the form of the beautiful second
generation PM-Series.
Capitalising on Fostex’s supreme knowledge
of acoustics and speaker engineering, and
offering a bright, tighter sound, these studio
monitors are designed inside out to provide
the best monitoring experience, with minimal
resonance, sparkling highs, and rich, deep lows.

Perfectly proportioned and offering the type
of clear-transparent sound that singles out a
great speaker, the PM-1 is capable of producing
extremely high SPLs
accurately across the full
audio spectrum. With 120
watts of bi-amped power
and a bass response that’s
full and dynamic, and a crisp
high-end that sparkles with
vitality, the PM-1 delivers
the type of sonic quality
that’s usually the domain of
monitors costing thousands.

Since its debut in late 2005, the PM0.4
has earned an enviable reputation for high
performance and sonic clarity. New for 2010
is the superbly attractive PM0.4n. Need
a speaker for installation into clubs, bars,
restaurants, or the retail environment?
No problem. With its compact size and
‘wall mountability’, the PM0.4-n ﬁts right
in. Available in a range of ﬁve high gloss
colours, this new monitor sounds even
better than it looks. And it looks stunning.

PM-2 MkII

Created for larger rooms, the PM-2 has the
power (240 watts of bi-amped power actually)
and sophistication and, most importantly,
the versatility to handle the most demanding
recording applications. Equipped with a 200mm
low frequency unit and remaining natural and
transparent right across the audio spectrum,
even at high sound pressure levels, the PM-2 is
great for today’s bass heavy music.
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PM0.5 MkII

The ideal choice for smaller
studios requiring nearﬁeld
PM-1 MkII
monitoring, the perfectly
formed PM0.5 MkII offers 70 watts of biamped power and produces great full range
performance with exceptional neutrality even
at high sound pressure levels. The compact
dimensions also enable accurate placement in
conﬁned or awkward spaces, with the dispersion
from the two-way ported enclosure design
tailored such that it will deliver a superb sound
almost regardless of room acoustics.

PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

PM0.5-Sub MkII

Designed ideally for use with the
PM0.5MkII, the 110 watt, 200mm driver
PM0.5-Sub produces precise, low frequency
reproduction and an excellent deep bass
output. Easy to set-up (just a single gain
control and phase reverse switch), the
combination of a pair of PM0.5s and PM0.5-Sub
provides superb sonic quality at an affordable
price. Recommended for use with PM0.4.
NX Series

Want to take your recording experience to
a whole new level? The NX-Series Powered
Nearﬁeld Monitors for Professional Recording
Environments are like nothing you’ve heard
before. But
don’t take our
word for it.
When choosing
nearﬁeld
monitors for
your studio you
really ought
to evaluate as
many different
speakers as
you can before
a decision is
made. After all,
how else are
you going to
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realise that your sound is best handled by a pair
of Fostex NX-Series Monitors?
Listen to a pair of powered Fostex NX
Series reference monitors and you’ll discover
a superb natural sound with little colouration,
deep tight lows and crystal clear highs, precise
stereo imaging and an almost complete lack of
distortion – even at high sound pressure levels
and including
those subtle low
frequencies.
Full of the
latest in speaker
technology and
designed from
the ground up for
critical listening in
both professional
and project
studios, broadcast
and editing suites,
or any other
NX-5A
recording facility
where a precise, transparent, professional sound
is essential, the NX Series set new standards in
sonic accuracy and packaging.
NX-6A Monitor

Excellent stereo imaging across the sound stage
and an ideal response throughout the frequency
range. Magnetically shielded drivers and a
compact size allows easy placement close to all
types of video, audio, and computer devices,
while the sonically pure and transparent sound,
free from harshness and unwanted colouration,
makes it ideal for all extended critical-listening
sessions.

New PM0.4n

Compact Dimensions. Superb Sound. Flexible Mounting.
• Ultra compact – can be wall mounted using a suitable bracket such as K&M model 24185
• Exclusively designed aromatic polyamide LF driver and UFLC
(ply Urethane Film Laminated Cloth)
• HF driver for maximum sound performance
• High efﬁcient biampliﬁer drive with
18W each for LF and
HF drivers
• Offers superb audio
transparency and
quality in the studio
• Beautiful glossy front
bafﬂe with gently
tapered top
Available in a range of
ﬁve attractive colours:
Black, White, Red, Yellow,
and Violet, making it ideal
for installation in pubs,
clubs, restaurants, and
retail environments.

NX-5A Monitor

The Truth

Created to offer a professional nearﬁeld
monitoring solution in tight spaces, the
compact NX-5A excels in just about every
department. The sound is full of clarity and
audio accuracy, the stereo imaging is sharp
and consistent, and the level of sonic detail is
incredible from a monitor so small.

If you’re looking for faithful, transparent studio
monitoring, hooking up a pair of Fostex’s NXSeries or PM-Series speakers for the ﬁrst time is
somewhat of a revelation. You may be surprised
at what you hear. But at least it will be a true
representation, free from any sonic colouration
and distortion. And if you require a speaker for
installation, then check out the PM0.4-n.

NX-Series

Nearﬁeld Studio Monitors
• 5-inch (130mm) or 6.5-inch (160mm) with HR (Hyper Radial) diaphragm for LF unit
which utilises the latest diaphragm ‘Radial Papermaking Technology’ for natural and
smooth sound reproduction
• UDR (Up/Down Roll) Tangential driver edge eliminates the unwanted resonance
• Wide-range 20mm hard dome tweeter with pure magnesium diaphragm to eliminate
sharp-edges sound characteristics
• Highly rigid cast aluminum frames for both LF and HF units which minimises unwanted
vibrations and resonances
• Magnetically shielded drivers allow for safe placement close to a video monitor
• Time-aligned front bafﬂe enclosure design with the HF driver recessed for a precise and
pure sound
• Bi-ampliﬁer. Dedicated 60W (LF) + 40W (HF) bi-ampliﬁer eliminates electric interference
between the drivers
• Overall output level control and dedicated tweeter level control, LO EQ control

CONTACT DETAILS

Fostex Company
3-2-35 Musashino, Akishima, Tokyo, Japan 196-0021
t +81 (0) 42 546 4974
f +81 (0) 42 546 9222
e info_sales@fostex.jp
w www.fostex.jp
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Stunning Sound,
Revolutionary Technology
JBL Linear Spatial Reference Series Studio Monitors go ‘beyond accurate’,
all the way to ‘stunning’ by incorporating features that reduce the
effect of problems in the room. We start with JBL transducer and
network technologies that provide ultra-ﬂat response and exceptional
dynamic range. Then we incorporate features that help to overcome the
contributions of the room. So even if you work in a small home studio,
you’ll have clear sound at the mix position. All LSR models are engineered
for use in the most demanding production applications. Developed using the same demanding design
criteria that have made the LSR6300 and LSR4300 series the choice of top projects and facilities worldwide, the affordable new LSR2300 series puts professional performance within reach of any studio.
With JBL’s LSR Series Studio Monitors, mixing
is a pleasure.

It takes more than an accurate
speaker system to have
accurate response at the mix
position. Problems in the room
dramatically colour what
you hear at the mix position.
Walls and corners can affect
response. And standing waves
at the mix position can lead
you to misjudge bass content.
As a result, a speaker which
measures ﬂat in an anechoic
chamber may tell you a
different story in the room.
The key to accuracy
is tackling the effect of
boundaries, standing waves,
and reﬂections. In developing
the LSR Series, JBL examined
each problem in the
environment and created the perfect solution.
Even if you work in a small control room, an LSR
system will provide smooth accurate response at
the mixer’s chair.

Drive Technology. Providing unparalleled
performance, the woofer permanently dispels
the notion that better linearity,
higher power handling, and
greater dynamic accuracy
are somehow unobtainable.
JBL’s Differential Drive uses
two drive coils with twice
the thermal surface area
of traditional speakers. As
a result, LSR6300 systems
provide higher peak output
with less spectral shift that
causes monitors to sound
different when driven at
different power levels. All LSR
Series speakers withstand
the JBL loudspeaker torture
test driven at full rated
power for over 100 hours.
Meeting higher standards
than any other loudspeaker
manufacturer, JBL’s demanding test ensures
that the LSR Studio Monitors give you accurate
mixes year after year.

Stunning Sound

Starting with application-designed and built
transducers engineered for extremely accurate
response and superb power handling, the
stunning sound of the LSR Series Studio
Monitors make long mix sessions a pleasure. The
LSR6300 line (LSR6328P, LSR6332, LSR6312SP)
incorporates the single most signiﬁcant advance
in monitor history: JBL’s patented Differential
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PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

LSR – Linear Spatial Reference Design and
Measurement Techniques

We all know that many loudspeakers have
similar measurements but sound different. By
going beyond simple on-axis frequency response
measurements, JBL deﬁnes the ultimate
performance speciﬁcation for new systems –
what it will sound like in your room. While other
manufacturers use a single on-axis frequency
response measurement taken at one point in
space, JBL measures monitor systems over a
sphere that encompasses all power radiated
into the listening room – in every direction. This
data reﬂects 1,296 times the information of
a single on-axis response curve. Seventy-two
measurements of the direct sound ﬁeld, the
reﬂected sound ﬁeld, and the reverberant ﬁeld,
the entire sound ﬁeld heard by the listener, is
correlated to optimise response at the listening
position. The data shown below is a set of
spatially measured graphs that are the heart of
JBL’s philosophy.
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Hear why GRAMMY® Award-winning producers, engineers
and top composers rely on JBL Studio Monitors at
www.jblpro.com/LSR.

LSR6312SP Subwoofer
are equipped with a
built-in 1/10th octave
parametric equalizer,
and ship with the RMC
Calibration kit that
allows you to identify
and compensate
for low frequency
room problems. In
the LSR4300 Series,
system calibration
JBL RMC™ Room Mode Correction analyses and tackles
is accomplished by
low-frequency room problems resulting in better mixes.
simply connecting the
LSR4300 calibration
RMC™ Room Mode Correction
microphone to the
Unless your room was professionally designed,
speaker and pushing a button. The MSC1
it’s likely your workspace suffers from the effect
Monitor System Controller adds RMC and
of Room Modes: low
versatility to the LSR2300 Series
frequency resonance that
or any speakers for improved
can cause even the most
workﬂow and better mixes in any
experienced mix engineer
room.
to misjudge bass in the
mix. Each JBL Line includes
The MSC1 Monitor System
a complete solution to
Controller with JBL RMC™ Room
identify and compensate
Mode Correction
for the negative effect
As the volume control and input
of room modes. The
source selector in your system, the
LSR6328P and LSR6312SP
MSC1 allows connection of two
subwoofer, all LSR4300
sets of speakers, a subwoofer, up
models and the MSC1
to three stereo input sources, and
Monitor System Controller
headphones. With RMC Room
are equipped with RMC™
Mode Correction the MSC1 tackles
Room Mode Correction,
low frequency room problems to
JBL’s ingenious system
take the guesswork out of mixing.
that identiﬁes and tackles
While the MSC1 works with any
the effect of room modes.
speakers, the MSC1 is the ideal
The LSR6328P and
add-on to the LSR2300 System.
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MSC1

MONITOR SYSTEM CONTROLLER

MSC1

MONITOR SYSTEM CONTROLLER

MSC1

MONITOR SYSTEM CONTROLLER

MSC1

MONITOR SYSTEM CONTROLLER

CONTACT DETAILS

JBL Professional
8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329 USA
t +1 818 894 8850
w www.jblpro.com/lsr
UK Contact:
Harman Pro UK
Cranbourne House, Cranbourne Road, Potters Bar,
Herts, ENG 3JN, England
t +44 (0) 1707 668222
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Precision Studio Monitors
Made In Switzerland
Full PSI Audio monitors range. A14-M, A17-M, A21-M,
A25-M and the sub A225-M.

Quality – Technology – Experience – Coherency

Designed and manufactured at our Yverdon
workshops in Switzerland, the latest generation
of PSI Audio speakers is the culmination of 30
years knowledge of materials and treatments,
guided by a thorough understanding of
acoustics.
The unique precision of PSI Audio monitors
is a delicate mix between the passion, the
experience, and the know-how of electroacoustic technology.
The whole product range takes advantage
of our knowledge and we strive to deliver the
most coherent sound and design between all our
models. In order to get the best compatibility
between models, the transfer function should
be the same. This implies not only a similar
frequency response, but also an identical phase
response, which is our speciality.
At the core of our speaker performance is
an electronic design based on two exclusive
concepts – CPR and AOI. This technology
enables us to show people that PSI Audio is
more than a black box.
CPR

The CPR system consists of multiple all-pass
ﬁlters each of which act in a speciﬁc frequency
range in order to obtain a wide area of
Compensated Phase Response generating a
constant group delay.
Thanks to the CPR system the position of the
sound image is highly accurate. This technology
allows the design of surround sound systems,
with different types of PSI Audio speakers, to
maintain an accurate phase response.

The philosophy of PSI Audio can be compared to Swiss watch
designers. Our vision is to be globally recognised as pioneers
in precision audio combining innovation, creativity, and
technology.
sound source.
All traditionally designed speaker systems
suffer to a certain degree of such irregularities.
These irregularities are the reason why some
speakers produce a wider and deeper room
perception that determines the reproduction of
the sound image.
The speaker system represents the reference
tool of every sound engineer. An accurate
transient response particularly helps during the
ﬁne tuning of reverb effects or the design of
a speciﬁc sound and its position in the sound
image.
As a sound recording passes through various
processes (recording, mixing and mastering) in
which various people, locations, and therefore
speaker systems will be involved, corrections may
be applied due to phase irregularities that are
not present on the original recording.
PSI Audio speakers feature our unique
CPR system that generates a Compensated
Phase Response, removing such irregularities,
generating a stereo image and projected room
of extreme accuracy. PSI Audio speakers provide
a more accurate tool, a true reference to the
sound engineer.
CPR Impact on Surround Sound Applications

The ear is very sensitive to group delays or phase
irregularities of sound. The human brain detects
such irregularities easily and processes them into
space related information such as positioning a

Traditional speaker designs have different
phase response and therefore the phase
inaccuracy phenomenon is worse in surround
sound applications, where room information
and positioning have an even higher priority
and more critical part of the sound engineering
process. This is one of the reasons why speaker
manufacturers strongly recommend using
speakers of the same type when creating a
surround sound system.
The CPR system by PSI Audio features an
extremely accurate and superior surround
sound image and a much improved working
environment. A unique advantage provided
by CPR enables a user to mix for the ﬁrst time
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Practical Advantage of CPR and Impact on
Stereo Applications

between different types of PSI Audio speakers
in a surround sound system, whilst maintaining
perfectly accurate phase response. Not only
will the PSI Audio surround system sound much
more accurate and therefore provide a superior
working tool, but it can also introduce signiﬁcant
cost and space savings when investing in a new
monitoring system.
AOI

The AOI system detects the movement of the
membrane, and the moving coil so processes
them using counter reaction ﬁltering. The
damping rate is continuously adjusted in
different frequency bands to match the position
of membrane and coil.
The AOI system allows the reproduction of
sound without transducer colouring over the
whole frequency range.
Practical Advantage

PSI Audio speakers featuring the AOI system
have a superior impulse behaviour to traditional
ampliﬁer designs. Whilst the transducer travels to
its intended position, the AOI circuitry seamlessly
adapts the ampliﬁer’s output impedance to
ensure ideal acceleration of the membrane
to reproduce the desired impulse. Once the
transducer reaches the end of the impulse the
AOI circuitry provides a break in order to act
against any overshooting of the transducer. The
AOI circuitry is almost capable of reproducing a
square wave and therefore increases accuracy
by marrying the transducer and the ampliﬁer
into a perfect couple. From our experience, a
nice side effect of the AOI system is that the
membranes of a PSI speaker do not produce
parasitic sounds when other speaker systems in
the room are in use. When air pressure changes
due to other sound sources, the AOI will detect
this and tighten the damping of its transducers
in order not to produce parasitic sounds (sounds
not present at the input).

monitors 2010
Respect of space and sound quality, thanks to CPR
(Compensated Phase Response) and AOI (Adaptive
Output Impedance)

The human ear is able of recognising tones through the transients, as well as the
origin of the sources into space. The transient response depends on damping as
well as on phase response.

The CPR system consists in several all pass filters who each act in a specific
range of frequency in order to obtain a wide area of Compensated Phase
Response, this then providing a constant group delay.

The AOI system is composed of a movement detection of the moving coil as well
as a feedback filtering. The damping rate is then ajusted according to the
frequency.
The association of both CPR and AOI results in an accurate impulse behaviour
response and therefore, autorises the combination of different types of PSI
Audio speakers in a multichannel installation, for example.
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In current times where much more
importance is given to the low end reproduction
of sounds, especially when using sub woofer
technology in surround sound systems, the
importance of a monitoring system that has
an accurate and not ﬂattering reproduction

An impressive impulse behavior due to the combined
technologies of AOI and CPR.

becomes essential. The result of AOI gives
PSI Audio speakers a highly accurate impulse
behaviour with a minimum of transducer
colouration.
Please visit our website www.psiaudio.com
for more information, detailed graphs, and
speciﬁcations.
For these technical innovations and
sound precision reasons, more and more
producers worldwide are choosing PSI Audio
as their reference monitors. We hope that this
encourages you listen to our products and
choose them!

- 180°
20

New PSI Audio A215-M:

Impulse
Behaviour

Floor Standing Monitor

Electrical input signal

Acoustical
output of a multi way
speaker without CPR

The A215-M from PSI Audio is the reference tool for every
time high precision monitoring is required, particularly for
A linear phase response due to the
mastering.
CPR Technology.
The evolution of mastering and multi-channel techniques,
along with the rise of personal studios, lead us to think that a
new shape of monitor could begin a new trend.
The innovative architecture of
PSI Audio’s A215-M produces
outstanding performance, in particular
with a broad bandwidth, high dynamics,
The tolerances of +/-2dB can be
and a deep tonic low end reproduction.
Despite its compact cabinet, users do not maintained for a vertical dispersion
of 20 deg. and a horizontal
require a subwoofer.
dispersion of 60 deg.
This ﬂoor standing monitor beneﬁts
from perfectly coincident sources. It has been optimised for listening
in a sitting or standing position and reproduces the sonic space with
remarkable precision.
Moreover, the A215-M features all of the most advanced
technological innovations of the brand: high-yield G class ampliﬁcation,
CPR, AOI, ALG, and PSC that make PSI Audio monitors so speciﬁc.
The A215-M is designed to be integrated in harmony with the rest
The ﬂoor standing
of the A series monitor range. It can easily be used in stereo or in
monitor from PSI
surround systems.
Acoustical
output PSI Audio
speaker with CPR+AOI
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Audio : the A215-M.

New PSI Audio A21-M v3:

CONTACT DETAILS

New class G ampliﬁer – Pure Analogue, Lower THD, Higher SPL !

HQ / US distributor
Relec SA

The new A21-M features a brand new class G ampliﬁer. This new
generation of ampliﬁer took its inspiration from the latest innovative
ﬂoor standing monitor, the A215-M. It has more power with better
efﬁciency, thus less dissipation.
The new A21-M v3 gives the capacity to deliver much more
continuous and peak sound pressure levels in complete safety.
We would be pleased to demonstrate to you the advantages of this
outstanding TWO-ways reference monitor for the ﬁrst time at the
forthcoming AES Show.

Z.I. Petits-Champs 11 a+b
CH-1400 Yverdon-les-Bains
Switzerland
t +41 (0) 24 426 04 20
f +41 (0) 24 426 04 51
e info@psiaudio.com
Find all our distributors and much more on
The new PSI Audio
A21-M v3.

Advantages summary:
Broader bandwidth: from 38Hz to 20kHz
More SPL: Continuous Max SPL, 1m. 108dB (single)
More power: +20W
Class G ampliﬁer
All the other speciﬁcations that made the success of the PSI Audio A21-M remain…
For more information VISIT: http://www.psiaudio.com
THE INTERNATIONAL AUDIO MONITORS BUYER’S GUIDE

www.psiaudio.com
UK distributor:
eMerging Ltd
t +44 (0) 208 941 6547
e sales@emerginguk.com
German distributor:
Synthax GmbH
t +49 (0) 8133 91810
e gmbh@synthax.de
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Tannoy Reveals
New Monitors

The iconic Reveal studio monitor is back –
three new models unveiled in a range that doesn’t
compromise on sound quality…
With its arrival in the mid ’90s, the original
Tannoy Reveal monitor blazed a trail of
affordable, high quality monitoring that saw
it installed into thousands of music making
set-ups across the globe. Its high-quality yet
cost-effective design earned Tannoy a worldclass reputation in music production circles, and
today the company is building on this with the
announcement of an all-new Tannoy Reveal
range that represents the latest evolution
of their high-resolution active reference
monitor technology.

Reveal 501a

• Integrated 60W total power amp unit
• 5-inch (130mm) LF/MF driver and 1-inch
(30mm) soft dome tweeter delivering
wide frequency response of 60Hz – 30kHz
• Front ﬁring reﬂex bass port to negate
boundary-coupling
• LED indicator shows power status
• + 1.5 / 0 / -1.5dB HF trim switch for
custom room adjustment
• Rear mounted volume control.
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Reveal 601a

• Integrated 90W total power amp unit
• 6.5-inch (165mm) LF/MF driver and
1-inch (30mm) soft dome tweeter
delivering wide frequency response of
60Hz – 30kHz
• Front ﬁring reﬂex bass port to negate
boundary-coupling
• LED indicator shows power status
• + 1.5 / 0 / -1.5dB HF trim switch for
custom room adjustment
• Rear mounted volume control.

PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

There are three monitors in the new range:
the active 501a and 601a and a passive
solution, the 601p.
The 501a is an entry-level powered monitor
that offers the ideal monitoring solution
for producers on a budget who refuse to
compromise on sound quality. A perfectly
matched integrated ampliﬁer ensures maximum
efﬁciency from the 5-inch woofer and 1-inch soft
dome tweeter. The 501a’s response has been
optimised for near-ﬁeld operation.

Reveal 601p

• 6.5-inch (130mm) LF/MF driver and
1-inch (30mm) soft dome tweeter
delivering wide frequency response of
63Hz – 30kHz
• Sculpted and rigid front bafﬂe design to
minimise diffraction
• Response optimised for quarter space
near-ﬁeld operation
• Front ﬁring reﬂex bass port to negate
boundary-coupling
• 50-100W RMS Recommended Amp
Power
• Balanced XLR and unbalanced jack
connectors

monitors 2010
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The 601a delivers pristine sound from 63Hz30kHz through the 6.5-inch LF/MF driver and
1-inch soft dome tweeter. With a total power
output of 90 Watts, this compact speaker is the
ideal solution for home, project, and pro studio
set-ups alike.
So how does Tannoy deliver so much from such
a compact and cost effective design? All will be
revealed…

The low distortion drivers in the range offer a
natural and accurate ultra-linear response in
the low and midrange frequencies, while the
wide bandwidth tweeters extend the frequency
response beyond the 20kHz audibility threshold
to 30kHz in order to improve phase response.
This preserves the harmonic structure of sounds
and the stability of the stereo image, ensuring
stunningly accurate mix translation.
Each monitor is housed in a rigid MDF
construction to ensure the cabinet’s solidity
and minimise colouration, while internal bracing
of the sides and rear against the back of the
bass driver provides a rigid reactive mass for the
moving cone assembly ensuring a fast, tight
bass response, and clear midrange.
The curved edged design of the front bafﬂe
helps eliminate diffraction, while the front-ﬁring
bass port avoids the problem of exaggerated
bass response as a result of ‘boundary
coupling’, a pitfall inherent with rear-ﬁring
designs when positioned close to a wall.
The new elliptical tweeter waveguide has also
been optimised to control high frequency
directivity and minimise diffraction, ensuring
a wide and even sweet spot.
Other features include an independent gain
control on the rear panel (active models only –
see below), along with HF trim control for ﬁnetuning. Balanced XLR and unbalanced TRS jack
inputs complete the versatile package, ensuring
the monitors are easily integrated into any
home or project studio with minimum fuss.
Those running passive monitoring systems
will have another option in the 601p passive
monitor option. This non-powered monitor
offers all of the Reveal quality and speciﬁcations
of the 601a but in a passive cabinet, ideal
for those who prefer to continue with their
preferred choice of dedicated outboard
ampliﬁcation.

Perfecting Loudspeakers
For Over 80 Years...
...Still Working On The Hair

As one of the oldest established loudspeaker
companies in the world, Tannoy knows a thing
or two about studio monitor design. In fact,
it pioneered the use of compact systems
in this ﬁeld with the acclaimed Super Red
Monitor back in the 1970s. The company has
since continued to advance the art of sound
reproduction in studios ever since, and you can
hear how 80 years of research and expertise
sounds in the brand new Reveal range.
Tannoy’s quest for sonic perfection certainly
hasn’t changed over the years, but thankfully
the haircuts have.
Heritage Can’t Be Bought

Few, if any, manufacturers have the reputation and track record of Tannoy in the
professional studio monitor market. Right from the emergence of the studio monitor itself as
a product in the early 1940s through the British invasion of the ‘60s and every genre of music
since then, Tannoy has been helping track, mix, and master the hits. You don’t dominate
a segment for over 60 years by cutting corners. You do it by staying true to your values;
and letting others chase the latest fad or cheapest option. Considering the crucial role that
monitors play in the production of audio programming we believe that this is one place in
your signal chain where compromise is simply unacceptable.
The extensive range includes the Dual
Concentric(tm) driver equipped Precision series
and the distinctive and iconic Ellipse series
of premium reference monitors. These are
available in various driver sizes (6-inch and
8-inch) as well as in both active (featuring
iDP(tm) technology) and passive versions.
Tannoy also manufacturers a range of custom
engineered subwoofer devices, designed
to perfectly complement any of the studio
monitor products.
For more information and detailed
speciﬁcations on the full range of Tannoy’s
studio-dedicated product, visit Tannoy.com/
studio.

Also available from Tannoy’s Studio Range...

As a pioneering innovator in studio monitoring,
Tannoy has a wide range of loudspeaker
systems available, to cater for just about
any speciﬁc studio requirement or budget.
THE INTERNATIONAL AUDIO MONITORS BUYER’S GUIDE

Tannoy studio monitors are distributed in the UK and
most other European territories by TC Electronic. Visit
www.tannoy.com for local sales contact info. For UK
enquiries, please contact:
Steve Russell
t +44 (0) 7747 635995
e steveR@tcelectronic.com
Bruce Davidson
t +44 (0) 7979 692266
e bruceD@tcelectronic.com
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ADAM AUDIO

AUDIX

BLUE SKY

EMES

FOCAL

Celebrating
its tenth year,
Berlin-based
Adam Audio
produces a wide
range of pro audio monitors
using their ART (Accelerated
Ribbon Technology) tweeter.
From tiny two-way nearﬁelds
through mastering monitors
and a range of subwoofers,
Adam Audio has the range
to conﬁgure systems for all
environments.

Formed in Redwood City
California in 1984, Audix
moved to their current
location in Oregon in 1991
where they manufacture their
small active PH3-S and PH5-VS
monitors.

Blue Sky International is a
collaboration between Group
One Ltd and Audio Design
Labs Inc formed in 2001.
Blue Sky has a number of
monitoring systems for both
stereo and multi-channel work,
including its THX-certiﬁed
System One series.

German company Emes
manufacture a wide variety
of active two-way monitors
and subwoofers for stereo
and surround applications in
broadcast, post and project
studio environments.

French speaker
manufacturer
Focal has some
of the most
distinctive
looking
monitors on the market today.
Its range includes a number
of two and three-way active
designs both analogue and
digital, with matching active
subwoofers for multiple
conﬁguration options.

www.adam-audio.de
ALESIS

Founded back in 1980
bringing affordable 16-bit
processors to the world and
taken over by Jack O’Donnell
in 2001, Alesis is now
headquartered in Cumberland,
Rhode Island. It manufactures
nearﬁeld active and passive
two-way monitors for project
studios.
www.alesis.com
AMBIANCE ACOUSTICS

Based in San Diego California
since 1994, Ambiance
Acoustic produces a range
of uniquely designed multispeaker cube monitors for
stereo and multi-channel
applications.
www.calcube.com
ATC

Billy Woodman formed British
loudspeaker company ATC in
1974 with the brief to create
the best monitor speakers
through technological
advance. ATC has a number of
monitors for both studio and
sound reinforcement use.
www.atc.gb.net

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

A Brit-based hi-ﬁ company
founded in 1987, AE launched
the award-winning AE1 in
1988. Since 1995, AE has
manufactured in the Far East
and gone from strength to
strength.

www.audixusa.com
AVID

Avid has more than 20 years
of experience in the world of
digital audio workstations,
and after Avid Technology
acquired it in 1995, has
expanded and diversiﬁed.
Digidesign has the RM1 and
RM2 active monitors in its
portfolio.
www.avid.com
B&W

John Bowers and Peter
Wilkins developed a business
producing some of the most
visually distinctive monitors
ever seen. This continues
today with products like the
FPM ﬂat panel monitor and
the Nautilus.
www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk
BAG END LOUDSPEAKERS

Located in Lake Barrington
Illinois, Bag End Loudspeakers
manufactures a number of
speakers for a wide variety
of environments. Cinema,
small and large-scale sound
reinforcement, studio and
instrument cabinet speaker
systems are all catered
for here.
www.bagend.com
BEHRINGER

With one of the biggest
ranges of audio equipment
around, it’s not surprising
Behringer’s portfolio includes
a wide range of monitors,
including the Truth range, with
both ribbon and conventional
tweeter designs.

www.abluesky.com
DYNAUDIO ACOUSTICS

Dynaudio
celebrated
its 30th
anniversary last
year. Dynaudio
has come a long
way from the P-series in 1977
made from OEM drivers and
Dynaudio crossovers.
The range now includes such
stars as the BM range, and the
networkable and DSP enabled
Air series.
www.dynaudio.com
EARTHWORKS

David Blackmer’s (founder of
dbx) New Hampshire based
Earthworks has a reputation
for high-end pro audio
equipment and this is evident
in its Sigma range of compact
monitors.
www.earthworksaudio.com
EDIROL

Edirol is Rolands’ audio arm
that deals with computer
based products. Edirol has
developed a line of USB and
Firewire interfaces and also
has a range of active micro
speakers for close computer
monitoring, and a USB micro
monitor system.
www.edirol.com

www.behringer.com

ESI

ESI is based in Korea and
designs and manufactures
an array of computer based
audio products that include
two-way active monitors and
active subwoofer to allow
for a number of monitor
conﬁgurations.
www.esi-pro.com
EVENT ELECTRONICS

Event has been producing
award winning precision
monitors since 1994 and
currently has a number of
active two-way monitors.
The company has recently
introduced the OPAL two-way
monitoring system to
its portfolio.
www.event1.com
EXIGY

Formed in October 2003, and
now partnered with Audient
and LA Audio, Exigy specialises
in monitoring solutions and
installations in post, music,
and home cinema, with
custom work on projects where
necessary. Satisﬁed clients
include Grand Central Studios,
Realworld Post, and more.
www.exigy.co.uk

FAR

ATD2 specialises in electro
acoustic technologies
and the design of digital
active monitors under the
brand name FAR. There is
an extensive collection of
both digital and analogue
active two-way monitors and
both analogue and digital
subwoofers.
www.atd2.com

www.acoustic-energy.co.uk
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www.focalprofessional.com
FOSTEX

Fostex has
been involved
in the
development
of pro audio
products
since 1973 bringing a number
of ﬁrsts to the industry.
The Fostex monitor range
accommodates those working
in ﬁeld recording, studio,
broadcast, and project
environments, with a range
of micro and two-way active
designs with active subwoofer
option.
www.fostex.com
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GENELEC

HOT HOUSE

KRK

MACKIE

MISSION

Genelec was founded in
Finland in 1978, and monitor
design and manufacture
has been the core of its
business ever since. Genelec
is responsible for a number of
key technology developments
in monitoring that are in use
today.
The Genelec active monitor
range includes examples of
almost every conﬁguration,
and Genelec also undertakes
custom installations.

Hot House Professional
Audio is a small high-tech
R&D driven company geared
towards the development
of standard-setting studio
monitoring products.
Hot House has introduced well
over a dozen new ampliﬁers,
studio monitors, and active
subwoofers over the last few
years. The range includes
passive two-way and a variety
of active mid and farﬁeld
monitors.

Film sound engineer Keith
Klawitter, and his need for a
monitor of uncompromising
accuracy and clarity, founded
KRK in 1986. KRK now
manufactures a range of
active two-way monitors with
active subwoofer options, and
its four-way ultimate mains
system.

Amongst Mackie’s range
of extensive and, in some
cases, ground breaking pro
audio equipment was the HR
monitor. This set a standard
for affordable active studio
monitoring which continues
today with Mackie’s range of
active monitors designed for
studio and post applications in
stereo and surround.

Founded in 1977, and
producing the world’s ﬁrst
polypropylene drive unit in the
Mission 770 in 1978, Mission
has pushed, and continues to
push, forward and develop its
extensive range of monitors
for stereo and surround
applications.

www.mackie.com

MITCHELL & TODD

www.genelec.com

www.hothousepro.com

GRIFFIN AUDIO

JBL

Based in New York, Grifﬁn
Audio is focused on
uncompromising monitor
design. The Grifﬁn range
includes active two and
three-way monitors, active
subwoofers, in wall mounted
and specialised active
mastering speakers.

James
Bullough
Lansing
established
his company
in Los
Angeles back
in 1927 and was involved in
the development of motion
picture sound systems from
the very beginning. From
this, JBL has grown to supply
monitor speaker systems
for every area of the pro
audio industry, including the
LSR range with RMC (Room
Correction) integration.

www.grifﬁnaudiousa.com
HARBETH

Based in the village of
Lindﬁeld, West Sussex,
Harbeth manufactures both
domestic and professional
monitors. The professional
range of active monitors have
found homes in many places,
but it is the BBC who have
mainly taken to Harbeth, as
its designs are a direct drop-in
replacement for the LS3 and
LS5 monitor speakers.
www.harbeth.com

www.jblpro.com
NEUMANN

As a long-standing,
highly-respected brand in
microphones, Neumann is well
placed to make a mark in the
monitor market. To that end,
it is adding studio monitors to
it’s range, based on the Klein
& Hummel range of products
– a long-standing part of the
Sennheiser group. The new
range will be known as the KH
Line, from Neumann.
www.neumann.com

www.krksys.com

LEGACY AUDIO

From humble beginnings
in a garage in the midwest USA, Bill Dudleston
and Jacob Albright have
sought to bring monitors
of stunning craftsmanship
for multiple applications to
the world of pro audio, and
have successfully done this
for over two decades. Legacy
has passive designs for all
components of a surround
system, and main speakers
from the two-way Studio to
the ﬁve-way Helix.
www.legacy-audio.com
LIPINSKI SOUND

Educated in Europe, and now
based in the US, Andrew
Lipinski founded Lipinski
Sound in October 2003. As
the only audiophile oriented
manufacturer professionally
active in both recording arts
and engineering sciences,
Lipinski Sound aims to
advance the art of music
recording and playback to the
next level of reference. The
range of passive units can
be conﬁgured for stereo and
surround applications.
www.lipinskisound.com

M-AUDIO

M-Audio is part of Avid
Technology Inc., and is focused
principally on computer based
studio systems. M-Audio has a
range of speakers from micro
desktop monitors to high
spec active studio monitors
for stereo and surround
applications.
www.m-audio.com
ME-GEITHAIN

German-based ME-Geithain
manufactures the RL series
of reference-class studio
monitors with a design
philosophy that encompasses
one aim – to build speakers
without colouration regardless
of genre. The company takes
responsibility for the whole
production process, from the
construction of the ampliﬁer
through to the voice coil.
www.me-geithain.de

www.mission.co.uk

Excel manufactures the
excellent 101A, 202A, and
301A active monitors, plus the
802FEU (Frequency Extension
Unit) sub. All of the units
main units are two-way active,
ported models with minimum
phase active crossovers, and
magnetic shielding.
www.excelaudio.co.uk
MK SOUND

MK Sound was founded in
1974 by Ken Kreisel, Dr. Lester
Field, and D. Jonas Miller
and has over three decades
worth of experience in
designing and manufacturing
subwoofers and other
high-end loudspeakers. The
company is best known for
pioneering design concepts
in powered subwoofers and
satellite speakers, which have
been used worldwide for
surround sound monitoring
applications.
www.mksoundsystem.com

MEYER SOUND

Meyer Sound was established
in 1979 to create products
for sound reinforcement and
recording. Today, the company
shows a track record of more
than 27 years of innovation,
quality, performance, and
support. Meyer Sound has
speakers for every kind of
sound reinforcement and
industrial application, as
well as near and farﬁeld
monitoring solutions for
studio use.

MUNRO ACOUSTICS

Munro has been designing
and building sound facilities
for over 25 years. It has
maintained its proﬁle by
adapting to the changing
needs of these facilities.
Munro designs and
manufactures custom monitor
installations for music, post,
cinema, and mastering
facilities.
www.munro.co.uk

www.meyersound.com
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NADY SYSTEMS

QUESTED

SOUND PROJECTS

TASCAM

WHARFEDALE PRO

Established in 1976
by John Nady, Nady Systems
has since diversiﬁed into other
areas of the industry and
now manufactures a range of
monitors from small two-way
nearﬁelds
to large sound reinforcement
systems.

Roger Quested began his
career in 1968 and is the man
behind Quested Monitoring
System’s legendary softdome designs. Quested now
produces a number of small
nearﬁeld passive and active
monitors for use in all types of
studio environment.

www.nady.com

www.quested.com

Founded originally as Master
Blaster in 1983 specializing in
modular sound reinforcement
systems, this Dutch company
has slowly been re-branding
its products as Sound Projects.
The company now deals with
small studio monitoring as
well as continuing with sound
reinforcement loudspeakers.

Since 1932, Wharfedale
has been at the forefront of
loudspeaker technology – this
impressive heritage in the
design and manufacture of
audio systems has led to the
creation of Wharfedale Pro
and a range of active and
passive monitors for a wide
spectrum of stereo and multichannel applications.

NHTPRO

SAMSON AUDIO

Tascam makes a vast
range of gear for the audio
professional, including a
series of studio monitors.
The VL-A Series are two-way,
‘value-priced’ models with
a complementary sub, and
the top of the range VL-X
series, and the VL-S series
(incorporating NXT driver
technology) complete the
range.

Founded in 1987, California
based NHTPro has produced
a number of award
winning monitors for many
applications. The range is
made up of a number of
small active systems for
small desktop through to full
surround setups.

Samson has been designing
pro audio equipment for the
last 26 years, initially wireless
microphone technology, but
now equipment across the
pro audio world. Samson has
a range of passive and active
monitors from small computer
audio monitors to full live PA
systems.

SURROUNDTEC

www.samsontech.com

TANNOY

www.soundprojects.com

www.nhthiﬁ.com

www.pmc-speakers.com

www.surroundtec.de

Since the early 1970’s, US
based SLS Loudspeakers
has been designing and
manufacturing loudspeaker
systems for both studio
and sound reinforcement
applications. Specializing in
its Ribbon Driver Technology,
SLS now has a vast array of
monitors for critical studio,
live, cinematic and commercial
use.

Tannoy has been designing,
developing and manufacturing
some of the most familiar
monitors in
use in studios
worldwide.
Known for its
development of
Waveguide and
Dual Concentric
Driver technology, Tannoy now
manufactures monitors for
studio, live and commercial
installations.

www.slsloudspeakers.com

www.tannoy-speakers.com

SONODYNE

TAPCO

India-based Sonodyne was
conceived in the late 1960s
and was the brainchild
of Ashoke Mukherjee, an
engineer student from
Roorkee University. Sonodyne
Electronics Co. Pvt. Ltd. ﬁrst
produced battery eliminators,
then hi-ﬁ amps and speakers
in the 70s. The company now
produces an impressive
range of speakers for live and
studio use.

Tapco produces a range of
small active two-way nearﬁeld
monitors, and both passive
and active small PA speakers
for multiple conﬁgurations.

PMC

UK-Based PMC was founded
in 1990 by Peter Thomas and
Adrian Loader. PMC produces
precision and speaker systems
featuring its unique Advanced
Transmission Line design
across the range.
PMC manufactures both active
and passive monitors for
use in music studios through
to full ﬁlm surround mixing
environments.

German company SurroundTec
designs and manufactures a
range of monitors that can
be either active or passive,
and can be combined to
create any stereo or surround
conﬁguration required.

SLS LOUDSPEAKERS

PSI AUDIO

In 1975 while
still studying
at the EPFL
in Lausanne,
Alain Roux
produced the
ﬁrst of his
monitors under the PSI brand
name.
PSI Audio now produces active
monitors in both stereo and
surround conﬁgurations.
www.psi-audio.com

www.tapcoworld.com

www.sonodyne.com
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www.wharfedalepro.com

www.tascam.com
YAMAHA

US based Truth Audio
currently produces a dual
woofer two-way nearﬁeld
monitor that can be speciﬁed
in either a passive or active
conﬁguration. There are plans
to produce a larger mid-ﬁeld
monitor.

Yamaha are of course
responsible for the most
popular nearﬁeld monitor in
pro studios, the NS10. Yamaha
has continued to develop its
monitor range and now has
a wide range of active and
passive speakers for all types
of studio environment.

www.truthaudio.com

www.yamaha.com

TRUTH AUDIO

UNITY AUDIO

Since 1995 Unity Audio has
been distributing professional
monitor brands and has
recently unveiled its very ﬁrst
foray into the speaker design
and manufacture market.
The Rock is the ﬁrst in the
series with amp design by
Esoteric Audio Research
designer Tim De Paravicini.
www.unityaudio.com

WESTLAKE AUDIO

Westlake Audio designs and
builds loudspeakers that are
as accurate to the source
recording as currently possible,
and researches methods of
improving this technology
for future generations of
loudspeakers. Westlake Audio
produces a range of monitors
from small nearﬁeld to large
farﬁeld, and wall mount
speakers.
www.westlakeaudio.com

Perfecting loudspeakers for over
80 years...Still working on the hair.
As one of the oldest established loudspeaker companies in the world, Tannoy knows a thing or two about studio
TVUP[VYKLZPNU0UMHJ[^LWPVULLYLK[OL\ZLVMJVTWHJ[Z`Z[LTZPU[OPZÄLSK^P[O[OLHJJSHPTLK:\WLY9LK4VUP[VY
back in the 1970’s. We’ve continued to advance the art of sound reproduction in studios ever since, and you can
hear how 80 years of research and expertise sounds in the brand new Reveal range. Our quest for sonic perfection
certainly hasn’t changed over the years, but thankfully the haircuts have.
Discover more about the new Reveal passive and active studio monitors at Tannoy.com/Reveal

AN INDUSTRY STANDARD IS REBORN…

NEW

BM 5A MKII

Introducing the Dynaudio Acoustics BM5A MKII – an industry
standard is reborn. The original BM5A monitors became legendary
in monitoring circles thanks to their accuracy and clarity, and that
they delivered a punch well above their weight. Now we have taken
the original design and made it even better. The result: BM5A MKII
nearfield precision monitors with ultra-accurate handcrafted driver
technology. They impart all of the quality and power that you’ve
come to expect from Dynaudio Acoustics but have been re-engineered to take nearfield monitoring to new levels of performance.
They are louder, clearer and more accurate for better monitoring
across the entire frequency range, and with their compact size,
they will fit into your set-up no matter what your mixing needs.

dynaudioacoustics.com

